Your Top 10 Beginner Running Tips

Running Shoes

There are stability running shoes, performance shoes, neutral and minimalist shoes – so, which do you choose? Well, I can give you an idea of what is best suited for beginners but there is no "one size fits all" and a bit of trial and error might be needed to find out what works for you.

Personally, I would start off in a minimalist running shoe with little or no padding. The fact that your foot can feel the ground and not protected by padding, promotes a better running technique and body response.

Padded running shoes have their place and some runners swear by them, but for me the more padding you have under your foot, the more unnatural your running style is likely to be.

The Walk/Run Method

The ideal way to start running is to follow our Couch to 5K training program which uses the walk/run method – this prepares you for running by combining periods of walking with gradually increased periods of running. In your first session you run for 1 minute, walk for 2 minutes and repeat eight times - over an 8 week period you would improve stamina by increasing the periods of running until you can run for 30 minutes non-stop (about 3 miles) – click here to find out how.

Warm Ups And Warm Downs

A great beginner running tip is to warm up with a 5 minute walk. This prepares your muscles for a run and you are less likely to pull something when muscles are warm. Once you finish a run warm down with another 5 minute walk, don't just stop. This helps your muscles to recover properly, reducing soreness afterwards.

Cross Training

Run 3 or 4 times a week, and on non-running days do some cross training. Cycling, swimming and strength training are good options - they work other muscle groups to give your body more balance.

Other beginner running tips for cross training are walking, tennis, squash, football (soccer) and even cross-country skiing!

Run On Hard And Soft Surfaces

Explore your local area for good places to run, try to find different surfaces – research shows that running on a variety of surfaces (bumpy, smooth, hard and soft) engages more muscles in your legs and if done gradually, makes your legs stronger, improving your chances of avoiding injury.

Click here for more tips on Where to Run.

How Fast To Run

Run at an easy pace - a pace which you could maintain for a long period. One of our beginner running tips for this is to do the 'talk test' - if you can talk in complete sentences as you run without losing your breath, you are running at easy pace – If you normally run alone, talk to yourself, I do :-)
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Breathing

Breathing deeply through the mouth seems to be the most efficient way to get oxygen to the body and that is your ultimate goal. You need to be comfortable so find the way that feels right for you ;-) 

Note: As a beginner it is normal to feel breathless during a run, this is usually nothing to worry about and should pass as you become fitter. If you feel too breathless slow your pace or have a walk-break

Follow A Running Program

I enjoy my running more by following a running program. It defines my running and keeps me focused on a target. I pin mine to the office wall so that I can see my progress unfolding and I always know what I have to do each day. Often when runners get injured, it is because they have tried to run too far, too soon - following a running program will help you to avoid this scenario

Check out our Couch to 5K or Couch to 10K running programs – perfect for the beginner

Nutrition For Runners

You don’t need to worry about running-specific foods until you are fuelling much longer runs. Focus on a “normal healthy diet” for now and eat at consistent times - you still expend a lot of energy as a beginner and your body needs a reliable supply of energy. Another important beginner running tip is to stay hydrated throughout the day and take water on your runs ;-) 

Try our Runners Diet page for a more in depth look... here

Running Motivation

To stay motivated always have a target. Your first target might be to run a 5K but what then? The mistake beginners often make is to reach their first target and not have another one already planned – without a target you soon become bored, train less and eventually stop running, so move from one target to the next and make gradual improvements